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F I N A N C I A L  H I G H L I G H T S

1999 1998 1997 1996 1995

Revenues $ 69,738 $ 84,095 $  85,122 $ 65,151 $ 58,001

Gross profit 28,020 42,430 42,936 30,634 28,704

Operating profit 16,259 32,453 34,021 22,508 21,556

Income before taxes 15,971 33,427 35,025 22,683 21,713

Net income (pro forma prior to 1997) 10,512 20,708 22,089 14,290 13,679

Average shares outstanding 14,712 14,771 14,771 14,673 14,602

- diluted (000’s)

(pro forma prior to 1997)

Fully diluted earnings per share $     0.71 $    1.40 $ 1.50 $ 0.97 $ 0.94

(pro forma prior to 1997)

EBITDA 20,900 35,581 37,033 25,986 23,274

Total assets 106,980 99,427 80,954 60,405 39,089

Shareholders’ Equity 93,400 87,269 70,942 53,234 31,381

($ in thousands , except per share amounts)
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CARBO Ceramics is the world’s leading producer of

ceramic proppants—high strength, spherical pellets used

in the hydraulic fracturing of natural gas and oil wells.

Hydraulic fracturing is the most widely used method of

stimulating production from oil and gas bearing

formations.  In the hydraulic fracturing process, large

volumes of proppant are mixed with a highly viscous fluid

to form a slurry.  Using high-pressure hydraulic pumps,

the slurry is pumped into the well at pressure sufficient

to create a fracture in the rock formation that contains

the gas or oil.  Once the fracture is created, the pressure

is removed and the proppants remain in the fracture,

creating a highly permeable pathway through which the

oil and gas can flow more readily.  The end result is

increased production rates and improved ecomomics for

the operator of the well.  With superior products, a new

technical marketing strategy and unparalleled worldwide

distribution, CARBO Ceramics is going to great lengths

to increase its ability to serve a growing market.
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Considering the state of the oil and gas industry worldwide,

CARBO Ceramics fared very well in 1999.  In a year in which

the worldwide rig count fell to a 50-year low, CARBO

Ceramics remained solidly profitable and continued to

generate strong cash flow.  We also made significant progress

on our plans to provide the resources to grow the company in

the future.  As we enter 2000, I remain optimistic about both

the short-term and long-term prospects for our business.

A Dismal Market in 1999. First, let me describe

the market environment that affected our results for much of

1999.  The worldwide decline in drilling activity that began

with the collapse of oil prices in mid-1998 continued through

much of 1999.  By August, the international rig count had

fallen 33% from its most recent peak in mid-1997.  For the

first half of 1999, the U.S. natural gas rig count, which is

critical to our sales activity, was down 30% compared to the

same period in 1998.  Despite a strong recovery in the fourth

quarter, the rig count for the full year was 12% lower than

1998.  In Canada, the decline in activity resulting from low oil

prices was exacerbated by extremely wet weather in the spring

and early summer.  As a result, the Canadian rig count fell by

5% from 1998 and 34% from 1997.  Our financial results were

adversely impacted by both the weak industry environment

and by costs associated with the start-up of our new

production facility in McIntyre, Georgia.  

Strong Signs of Recovery. The industry showed

strong signs of recovering in the second half of 1999.  The

U.S. natural gas rig count ended the year just below the record

level reached in late 1997.  Drilling activity was also up

substantially in Canada, and our fourth quarter sales into that

region were the second highest quarterly total in our history.

Despite a severe decline in the international rig count, our

sales volume outside of North America was up 4% from 1998.

The strategic development of natural gas reserves outside of

North America is continuing, and we have been very

successful in locating and serving these new markets.

Operationally, we accomplished much in 1999.  In June,

we started production in our new manufacturing facility in

McIntyre, Georgia.  While the start-up has taken longer and

cost more than we anticipated, one of the two production

lines in the facility was producing at its full design capacity in

the fourth quarter.  The second production line should be fully

operational in early 2000.

McIntyre Plant Brings Opportunities. The

highly automated McIntyre plant offers us improved process

control and analytical testing capabilities.  Employees in

McIntyre and New Iberia worked together to optimize the

manufacturing processes of both plants and improve product

quality.  The result was the introduction of CARBO HSPTM 2000

in January 2000. CARBO HSPTM 2000 is the best high-strength

proppant made anywhere in the world, with performance that

exceeds our previous product CARBO HSPTM.  I believe this will

be a valuable product in the increasingly competitive market for

high-strength proppants.

New Market in Shallower Wells. The most

exciting achievement of 1999 was the initial implementation

of our new technical marketing strategy.  This strategy uses

new, more realistic performance data to support the use of

ceramic proppants in shallower wells.  Ceramic proppants

have traditionally been used in the hydraulic fracturing of

deep gas wells where closure stress is high and proppant

strength is critical.  However, new technical data show that

the uniform shape of ceramic proppants can generate greater

conductivity and higher production rates in shallower oil and

gas wells that would not otherwise require the strength of

ceramic proppants.

Actual field trials begun in 1999 are providing substantial

support for the use of ceramic proppants in these shallower

wells.  In 2000, we will expand our technical sales staff to

deliver this value added message to exploration and

production companies.  

A Positive Outlook for the Future. The long-

term fundamentals for our business have not changed since I

wrote to you at this time last year.  The growth prospects for

our products remain excellent for three key reasons.

• We’re tied to the natural gas industry. Demand for natural 

gas is forecast to increase significantly worldwide over the 

next 20 years.  The abundant supply and environmental 

benefits of natural gas make it the fuel of choice for the 

future.  In the U.S., growth in natural gas demand spurred 

L E T T E R T O S H A R E H O L D E R S
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Paul Vitek
Vice President, Finance

by new electric generating capacity should significantly boost 

the number of wells drilled in the next decade, according to 

industry projections.  Worldwide demand should continue to 

increase as developing nations recognize the environmental 

and economic benefits of natural gas. 

• We have substantial room to increase our market penetration, 

displacing sand-based proppants. In the boom year of 1997, 

our growth was limited by our production capacity.  We now 

have additional manufacturing capacity in place at a time 

when the industry is recovering, and we’ve identified new 

opportunities in shallower wells that should increase our 

market penetration. 

• We continue to pursue non-oilfield markets for our products.

We have developed finer products for use in the foundry 

market and increased our distribution channels to that market.

Sales have been made in the grinding media market and 

studies have been initiated in the catalyst and filtration 

markets. 

At the end of 1999, oil and gas prices were strong, drilling 

activity in North America had improved, and exploration and 

production companies were announcing increased spending 

plans for 2000.  CARBO Ceramics is well positioned to take 

advantage of this improving market.  We have increased our 

manufacturing capacity by nearly 60%, improved our product 

quality, and we are pursuing a marketing strategy targeting wells 

where ceramic proppants have not traditionally been used. 

All of us at CARBO Ceramics are going to great lengths to

improve our products, provide unparalleled technical expertise

and service to our customers, and deliver our products anywhere

in the world.  We stand ready to meet the growing demands of

the industry in the future, as we have for the past 20 years. 

Jesse P. Orsini

President and Chief Executive Officer
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CARBO Ceramics introduced its

first ceramic proppant for use in the

hydraulic fracturing of natural gas and

oil wells over 20 years ago.  From that

beginning, the company has become

the world’s leading provider of ceramic

proppants, supplying an estimated 60%

of the ceramic proppants and 8% of all

proppants used worldwide. 

With the majority of the company’s

products sold for use in the hydraulic

fracturing of natural gas wells, CARBO

Ceramics has benefited from the

growth in natural gas consumption in

the U.S. since the mid-1980’s.  U.S.

natural gas consumption has increased

by more than 32% since 1986, and this

trend is expected to continue due to

the fuel’s environmental benefits,

abundant supply and relatively low

cost.  The base case projection in

Energy Outlook 2000 published 

by the U.S. Energy Information

Administration forecasts an additional

increase in natural gas consumption of

44% to nearly 32 trillion cubic feet in

2020.   The growth in natural gas

consumption has already resulted in a

significant shift in drilling activity that

has benefited CARBO Ceramics.

While less than half of all wells

completed in the U.S. a decade ago

were natural gas wells, nearly 80% of

the wells completed in 1999 targeted

natural gas.

CARBO Ceramics' products

are primarily used in natural

gas drilling, and the company

should benefit from rising

natural gas consumption.

According to the U.S. Energy

Information Administration,

consumption is projected to

increase by 44% in the next

20 years, primarily due to

increased use in electricity

generation.

G O I N G T O A N Y L E N G T H T O M E E T

Environmental factors are also

expected to contribute to the future

growth in worldwide demand for

natural gas.  During 1999, 84 countries

signed the Kyoto Protocol, which

commits them to reduce greenhouse

gas emissions.  With natural gas

containing about half the carbon

content of coal, the generation of

electricity from natural gas is expected

to be a major source of greenhouse gas

reductions in these countries. 

The company should also benefit

from an increase in oil drilling activity

outside of North America.  Although

recent international drilling activity

has lagged the recovery in North

America, long-term demand for oil is

expected to grow due to increased

consumption in developing countries

and increased demand for refined

petroleum products.  While recent oil

prices approaching $30 per barrel may

not be sustainable, even a more 

modest recovery from the low prices

experienced in 1998 and 1999 

should stimulate an increase in 

drilling activity.

The projected growth in total

worldwide energy demand, with an

emphasis on natural gas, should

provide significant growth opportunity

for CARBO Ceramics.

Natural Gas Consumption
(trillion cubic feet in U.S.A.)
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I N C R E A S E D D E M A N D F O R

Natural Gas

CARBO HSP TM2000
(High Strength Proppant/Sintered Bauxite)

An improved sintered bauxite used in wells with high closure stress and/or
extremely severe down hole conditions.
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Based on our beliefs that natural

gas consumption will increase

worldwide and that ceramic proppants

have significant opportunities to gain

market share, CARBO Ceramics

added to its manufacturing capacity in

1999.  The company’s new production

facility in McIntyre, Georgia, provides

the opportunity to respond to a

growing market.

The highly automated plant has

capacity of 200 million pounds per

year, adding nearly 60% to the

company’s manufacturing capacity.

The first of the plant’s two production

lines began operating in June 1999.

Start-up of the second line began in

the fourth quarter of 1999 and is

expected to be completed in early

2000.  The plant can produce all 

four of the company’s products, 

and is strategically located near the

source of raw materials for its

lightweight products. 

In the record market of 1997, the

company’s growth was limited by its

production capacity.  With the

McIntyre plant in operation, CARBO

Ceramics has sufficient manufacturing

capacity to meet the increased

demand for its products that should

accompany the recovery in oil and gas

drilling activity.  The new capacity at

McIntyre also will support the increase

in market penetration the company

hopes to achieve with its new

technical marketing strategy. 

Our new production facility

in McIntyre, Georgia, 

was completed in 1999,

providing additional

capacity necessary for

continued growth.

G O I N G T O A N Y L E N G T H T O

McIntyre’s capacity offers the

opportunity to manufacture products

specifically designed for industrial

markets outside the oilfield industry.

The company’s diversification efforts

into non-oilfield uses of its products

have been slower than anticipated, in

part because the company had little

productive capacity available for

creating the smaller-sized products

preferred in these applications.

Although sales into this market

remain relatively small, the company

tripled its sales of non-proppant

products in 1999 and will continue to

develop the use of its products in the

foundry and industrial grinding

markets in the future.

U.S. Gas Wells
Average Depth per Well

(Source: US DOE/EIA)
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I N C R E A S E M A N U F A C T U R I N G

Capacity

CARBOPROP ®

An intermediate strength proppant especially effective in lower permeability,
moderate to deep formations.  Successfully applied in numerous natural gas reservoirs.
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G O I N G T O A N Y L E N G T H T O D E M

Productivity

CARBOLITE ®

The original lightweight ceramic proppant.  Combines low bulk density with good particle strength,
providing exceptional long term fracture flow capacity in shallow to moderate depth wells.
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Our technical marketing

strategy based on the use 

of ceramic proppants in

shallower wells could

significantly increase our

market penetration. We are

conducting more than a

dozen field trials in North

America. The results are

showing initial production

increases of over 30% when

using ceramic proppants.

Ceramic proppants have been 

widely accepted by the oil and gas

industry as a high-strength product that

offers significant benefits in deep, tight

gas wells. 

Based on our analysis of industry

technical data, we believe that our

products offer significant benefit to oil

and gas producers in shallow wells that

do not otherwise require the strength of

ceramic proppants.  We have developed

a new marketing strategy designed to

communicate to the industry that the

uniform size and spherical shape of

ceramic proppants can increase the

production rate in shallower oil or gas

wells where ceramic proppants have

not traditionally been used. 

In making proppant selection

decisions, producers of oil and gas have

historically relied on data that measure

the performance of sand-based and

ceramic proppants in a static laboratory

environment.  We believe producers

can achieve higher production rates by

considering more realistic proppant

performance in the dynamic conditions

experienced in the field.  Studies based

on these more realistic field conditions

clearly show that their uniform size and

shape permit ceramic proppants to be

distributed more evenly in the fracture,

allowing more open space between the

proppant grains through which the oil

or gas can flow.  Both production and

cash flow for the customer are

O N S T R A T E I N C R E A S E D

maximized, justifying the higher initial

cost of ceramic proppants. 

We are currently conducting more

than a dozen field trials in shallower

wells in North America.  Production

data from trials in South Texas, the

Rocky Mountains and California show

initial production increases of over 30%

when using ceramic proppants. We

believe our technical marketing

strategy targeting the use of ceramic

proppants in shallower wells could

significantly increase our market

penetration.
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Manufacturing superior products

and effectively promoting their use are

critical to growing our market share.

Delivering our products where they are

needed and on schedule are equally

important to serving our customers.

CARBO Ceramics’ extensive

distribution network and experienced

logistics staff ensure that our products

are readily available to our customers at

the times and locations they specify.

We believe that our reputation for

operating an outstanding delivery

system provides a significant

competitive advantage.

CARBO Ceramics distributes its

products through seven remote

stocking facilities in the U.S., Canada,

Europe and Asia.  They are located in

Rock Springs, Wyoming; Oklahoma

City, Oklahoma; San Antonio, Texas;

Fairbanks, Alaska; Edmonton, Alberta,

Canada; Rotterdam, The Netherlands;

and Tianjin, China.  In North

America, the company provides just-in-

time delivery to the operator’s well site,

eliminating the need for customers to

maintain an inventory of ceramic

proppants.

In early 1999, we opened the China

stocking facility to serve the Asia

Pacific energy market and reduce

shipping time to better meet the needs

of our Pacific Rim customers.  The

CARBO Ceramics'extensive

distribution network and

experienced logistics staff

ensure that our products 

are available anywhere in

the world by truck, rail or

water. Our reputation for

operating an outstanding

delivery system provides 

a significant competitive

advantage.

G O I N G T O A N Y L E N G T H T O D E L I V E

company has a local sales agent in

China as part of our international

expansion strategy.  We also are

evaluating a proposal to establish a

joint venture to manufacture ceramic

proppants in China and further solidify

our presence in this growing market.
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R O U R P R O D U C T S W O R L D W I D E W H E N

Needed

CARBOECONOPROP ®

The standard for low cost, low density ceramic proppants.  High conductivity makes it
more cost effective than resin sands and, in many cases, than standard frac sands.  Most
widely used ceramic proppant designed for the broadest range of well applications.
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The employees of the company’s

New Iberia, Louisiana, plant which

previously had been the sole producer

of CARBO HSP™, were able to 

translate the improvements originated

in McIntyre into the New Iberia

Working as a team, our

employees were able to

translate the process

improvements originated in

our new McIntyre Plant into

the New Iberia , Louisiana,

facility shown above. Their

efforts resulted in the

development of an enhanced

product, CARBO HSP™2000,

which was launched in

January 2000 and has the

best conductivity of any

high-strength proppant in

the industry.

G O I N G T O A N Y L E N G T H T O I M P R O V E O U R

Products

CARBO Ceramics has developed a

full range of ceramic proppants for use

in deep, moderate and shallower depth

oil and gas wells.  The company’s four

products are manufactured at plants in

Georgia, Alabama and Louisiana using

proprietary technology, processes and

techniques. 

After several years of operating at

full production capacity, we focused

significant attention on process and

product improvements.  The company

made the strategic decision to begin

manufacturing CARBO HSP™, its

highest strength proppant at the new

McIntyre facility.  The more highly

automated facilities at McIntyre

allowed improved manufacturing

process controls, and resulted in the

production of a significantly improved

product in 1999. 

facility.  Their efforts resulted in the

introduction of an enhanced product,

CARBO HSPTM2000.  The new

product, launched in January 2000, has

the best conductivity of any high-

strength proppant in the industry.  Our

dedication to product development and

a full range of product offerings suited

to any well conditions will help us to

achieve our goal of increasing our

market share.

With superior products, an

aggressive technical marketing strategy,

sufficient production capacity to

support market expansion and

unparalleled delivery service, CARBO

Ceramics is going to great lengths to

continue the growth that it has

demonstrated over the last 20 years.
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President and Chief Executive Officer

Paul G. Vitek
Vice President, Finance and Chief 
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C O R P O R AT E O F F I C E S

600 East Las Colinas Boulevard, 
Suite 1520
Irving, Texas 75039
(972)401-0090

S T O C K E X C H A N G E L I S T I N G

The Nasdaq Stock Market
Symbol:  CRBO

T R A N S F E R A G E N T A N D R E G I S T R A R

ChaseMellon Shareholder Services, L.L.C.
Overpeck Centre
85 Challenger Road
Ridgefield Park, NJ 07660
(800) 635-9270

I N D E P E N D E N T A U D I T O R S

Ernst & Young L.L.P.
New Orleans, Louisiana

F O R M 10 -K
A copy of the company’s Annual Report to 
the Securities and Exchange Commission 
(Form 10-K) is available free of charge 
by contacting: 

Paul G. Vitek
Vice President, Finance
CARBO Ceramics Inc.
600 East Las Colinas Boulevard, Suite 1520
Irving, Texas 75039

A N N U A L M E E T I N G

The company’s Annual Meeting of Shareholders 
will be held at 9:00 a.m. on April 11, 2000, 
at The Mansion on Turtle Creek, 
2821 Turtle Creek Boulevard, Dallas, Texas.  

I N V E S T O R R E L AT I O N S

Additional corporate information is available 
from our website at www.carboceramics.com or by
emailing the company at IR@carboceramics.com

C O R P O R A T E  I N F O R M A T I O N

I N M E M O R I A M :

W I L L I A M A .  G R I F F I N ,  J R .

Mr. William A. Griffin, Jr., a founding shareholder of CARBO Ceramics and a member of our
Board of Directors since the company’s inception in 1987, died on December 7, 1999.

Mr. Griffin had a long and distinguished career in the oil and gas service industry. He served as
President and Chairman of Daniel Industries from 1957 to his retirement in 1995. All of us at
Carbo will miss the steady wisdom and industry knowledge which he has contributed to the
company over the years.  His warmth and wit cannot be replaced.
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